SERIES

FC SPEED – 100% FLUOROCARBON PRODUCTS AND
RC SPEED HIGH PERFORMANCE LIQUID GLIDE WAXES.
When the SPEED has no limits. Vauhti FC SPEED and RC SPEED products have superb characteristics. They minimize the surface
energy of the ski base, making it super-hydrophobic and dirt-repelling. At the same time, they are excellent in cold conditions to
reduce dry friction. The speed, glide sensitivity, and durability of these glide waxes are excellent in all weather conditions. With
versatile application methods every skier will beneﬁ t, even the lightweight skiers.
Same as previous FC-products, but with purified raw materials to comply with ECHA regulations
on fluorocarbon substances, PFOA < 25 ppb.
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FC SPEED SERIES

FC SPEED POWDERS

FC SPEED BLOCKS

PACKAGE SIZE: 30G/1OZ

PACKAGE SIZE: 20G/0.7OZ

FC SPEED WET
+10/-1ºC | 50/30°F

for all snow types from wet
snow to damp snow

320-FCSPW

315-FCSBW

FC SPEED MID
0/-6ºC | 32/21°F

for all snow types, especially
on new snow and damp snow.

320-FCSPM

315-FCSBM

FC SPEED COLD
-6/-20ºC | 21/-4°F

for all snow types on cold
conditions

320-FCSPC

315-FCSBC

FC SPEED LDR

+5/-10ºC | 41/14°F
for all snow types, especially
in old and man-made snow
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320-FCSPLDR

315-FCSBLDR

They are based on ingredients from the highest level of chemical research used in glide wax series combined with purified top
coatings. All these together give the products high speed racing performance, high hydrophobicity, superb durability in all snow
conditions.

341-LRCSW

RC SPEED WET
+10/-1ºC | 50/30°F

for all snow types from wet snow
to damp snow to zero degrees.

RC SPEED SERIES

RC SPEED LIQUID GLIDE WAXES

341-LRCSM

RC SPEED MID
+2/-4ºC | 36/25°F

for all snow types, especially on
new snow and damp snow.

341-LRCSC

RC SPEED COLD
-3/-15ºC | 27/5°F

for all snow types on cold
conditions.

341-LRCSLDR

RC SPEED LDR

+5/-10ºC | 41/14°F

for all snow types, especially in old
and man-made snow.
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VAUHTI SPEED OY
PAMILONKATU 9
80100 JOENSUU
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